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Abstract (en)
A variable golf putter is disclosed. The variable golf putter includes a putter head coupled to the lower end of a shaft, the putter head having a
head hitting surface, and a hitting member selectively coupled to the putter head, wherein a through hole, through which a fastening bolt extends
upwards from the bottom surface thereof, is formed in the putter head so as to be stepped, an incision portion configured to open a portion of the
upper surface of the putter head in a hitting direction is formed in the head hitting surface corresponding to the through hole, the hitting member is
formed in a golf ball shape and has a hitting surface formed on the outer circumferential surface thereof, a seating surface and a supporting surface
supported by an edge of the upper surface so as to be seated on the upper surface are formed at the bottom surface of the hitting member so as
to be stepped, a screw fastening recess, to which the fastening bolt is coupled by fastening, is formed in the seating surface, the hitting member
is replaceably coupled to the putter head via the fastening bolt in the state of being seated on the surface such that a portion of the hitting surface
protrudes through the incision portion more than the head hitting surface, the hitting surface of the hitting member is constituted by a spherical hitting
surface having the same curvature as a golf ball or a planar hitting surface, in the case in which the hitting surface is constituted by a planar hitting
surface, a plurality of hitting members is provided by area of the planar hitting surface and is selectively coupled to the putter head, and a hitting
material made of a material different from the material of the hitting member is provided integrally at the spherical hitting surface or the planar hitting
surface. The hitting member has various hitting surfaces, whereby it is possible to perform putting practice in various manners. In addition, the hitting
member and the hitting material made of a material different from the material of the hitting member are formed integrally with each other, whereby it
is possible to provide various hitting sensations and thus to efficiently perform putting practice.
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